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Introduction

MSEA has built up a quality shipping portfolio of structured investments in the product tanker space.

The group has acquired in excess of $280 million in shipping assets.

MSEA is a shipping investment group with particular expertise in the tanker, energy and commodity shipping segments.

MSEA offers access to structures asset baked investments through the application of long-term income generating

structures in the shipping industry. MSEA’s fleet currently counts 14 vessels, primarily tankers, operating under contract

to international leading trading companies. Oil companies and medium-sized shipping operators.

Brief History

➢ Founded in 2012 as a shipping investment company focused on Shipping & Offshore, Ship Finance, Trade Finance and

Related Advisory businesses

➢ In 2013, MSEA group invested about $30m equity in tankers. This acquisition constitutes MSEA’s first tanker portfolio

➢ In December 2014, MSEA Tankers LLC was founded as a ship owning investment company focused on tankers. MSEA’s

investments since inception of MSEA Tankers makes up the second tanker portfolio

➢ In October 2017, MSEA Tankers MCS was founded

What We Do

Build-up and manage a diversified portfolio of quality shipping assets, while securing high yield income in combination

with downside protection and substantial upside potential. Upside is created through capital gain and sharing structure

taking advantage of an attractive entry point, cyclical market opportunities and structured optionality. 3
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MSEA’s Unique Approach

M Sea Capital utilizes its unique business model and expertise, market position, far-reaching network and proven track

record to cherry-pick investments for its client, build up a high yield income portfolio, secured by long-term leases

(charter), while preparing for a future volatility play on shipping markets recovery.

Yields are secured by long-term leases (charter) to either top tier credits or medium size shipping companies whereby risk

is collateralized, taking an “asset finance” approach and securing downside protection as appropriate

Residual Exposure is managed through a combination of sub-market entry, aggressive amortization and pay-back

structures, preferred equity positions, downside protection.

Upside is created through capital gain and profit sharing structures, knock-out arrangements and real-options taking

advantage of an attractive entry point, cyclical market opportunities and optionality.

~ 80% of our investments have been the result of a Special Situation

Ultimately, MSEA targets equity like returns with fixed income risk profile.
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Has Anyone Made Money On Tankers 

In Recent Years ??
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A Normal Down Cycle Or Something Different?

Has it been one long down-cycle, or multiple and benign mini-cycles?

Has it actually been a down-cycle, or just a period of modest but reasonable returns?
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Tanker Deflationary Cycle? Let’s Zoom In
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Seems it has been quite a unique “deflationary cycle” so far.

Had we postponed any investment, it would have been cheaper anytime thereafter…

In other industries this would have kept investors away, allowed values to slide further,

reduce supply >> until yields became attractive enough



Tanker Deflationary Cycle
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And not that much volatility either…especially considering 2015 firm freight market

or what we’re used to from other shipping cycles.
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Are We Acting Rationally About it?

Average value erosion since 2010 >> -2%

Average value erosion since 2014 >> -6%

Less annual depreciation of >> -5-6%

Average unlevered yield >> +12.5%

In very simple terms, ZERO returns since 2014/2015,
Or…a marginal 4% if we entered in 2010.

Not time, nor inflation adjusted!

Barely above water…

Adding opportunity cost and time-value to the equation, or “risk-adjusting” the returns
must leave us scratching our heads about the rational of these investments.

How can that be justified on a risk-adjusted basis?



Let’s Look Ourselves in The Mirror And Ask…
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❓ Why are we not postponing investments?

❓ How can we justify these returns on risk-

adjusted basis?

❓ Is it for the much anticipated upswings? Are 

we not missing some volatility?

❓And if the up-swing comes, can we time it, 

will it last long enough, will it compensate?

❓Or is it the perception of a more stable 

tanker market? Lower risk perception, good 

credits?

❓Or perhaps things never got bad enough to 

depress sentiment?



So, What Do We Do About It?

Is It Time To Consider Alternative Tanker 

Investments?

Benefit From The Unique Features of The 

Tanker Market
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MR Value vs. Charter Rate

Identifying The Undervalued Asset 
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Value Multiple

Charter Rates

At times, time charters are a cheaper than the vessel. That is typically when

yields are depressed and assets trading at a high P/E multiple.



Looking For Volatility In Freight and Period Markets
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Various short-medium term time-charter investments may out-perform the asset

investment, especially given the leveraged position, optionality and the occasional firm

freight market.



Time Charter Investments
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What does it entail in brief:

• Participate in the working capital investment

• When average spot earnings over the charter period are above TC-in rate, you win!

• When average spot earnings over the charter period are above TC-in rate, you lose!

• Typically short/medium term with extension options

What’s required:

• Strong “chartering name” (often more difficult to charter than buy a vessel)

• A trading platform, fleet scale with good spread

• Basically, a fleet performance that can be benchmarked as an index

• Conviction, spread and diversification!

• Typically works well with a pool with outperformance track-record



Structured Investments – Not For Financiers Only!
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Typical Structured Investments:

• Buying a vessel with back-to-back medium-to-long term employment

• A level of downside protection and cap on the upside (or upside sharing)

• Often seen as “providing capital to the industry”

• Careful selection of tonnage, age, residual exposure, entry point, employment

structure!

Some unique features:

• Strong credit underwrite market risk Or obtain securities

• Credit Arbs due to scarcity of ship finance for certain vessels / counter-parties

• High barriers of entry

• You must be comfortable with residual and trading position if need be!

• Stability of earnings swapped for upside



MSEA’s Tanker Investment Club
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Combine:

• an alternative shipping investor’s mentality

• a yield focus, and

• strong operating capabilities

Investment along-side a small club of shipping experts and like-minded partners,

enhance synergies and networking opportunities.

• Attractive yields on a risk-adjusted basis – enjoy the goodness of the tanker market!

• Staggered charter book to reduce cyclical risk and provide for upside

• Enhance returns with unique structures and dynamic financial management

• Leave less to randomness !

• Increase time-value, option value and secondary market opportunities



Staggered & Diversified Charter Book - Illustration

Illustrative staggered charter book (charterer logos as a reflection of leading tanker charterers)

Years 1-2 Year 3

Only a fraction of the investment will be exposed to any specific point in the cycle

Cyclical exposure spread over 4-5 years

$200k $200k $200k $200k $200kUnit Exposure

Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

Oil Companies
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Can We Create Golf Stick Return Profiles?
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When upswings are phenomenal, one may be able to justify a speculative investment

When we lack the extreme volatility, and considering the effort, risk and sweat put into each shipping 

investment – we must at least strive for sustainable (even if lower) returns with material upside.

Can it be done?



Cyprus:

c/o MSEA Management Ltd.

Limassol Victory House

205, Archibishop Makarios Avenue

Limassol, 3030

Cyprus

Jersey:

Hilary House,

19 Hilary Street,

St Helier 
Jersey JE2 4SX 

Contact Details

Modi Mano: modi.mano@mseacapital.com

Eitan Zepkowitz: eitan@mseacapital.com

General: admin@mseacapital.com

Web: www.mseacapital.com
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Israel:

c/o M. Shipping Capital

Nolton House

14 Shenkar St. 1st Fl.

Herzeliya, 4672514

Israel


